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PARENTS, TEENS, & JESUS
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Start the
Conversation $233,610

United States Department of Agriculture … Total Cost to for 17 Years.  

TO CONCEAL THINGS 
it is the glory of God

but the glory of kings to
SEARCH THEM OUT.

Proverbs 25

HOMO  
 incurvatus 


IN SE
•  Gossip (Betrayal) 

•  Addiction (Powerlessness) 

•  Sexuality (Shame)

Technology



THINK THINK THINK . . .  THINK THINK THINK . . .  

Can you tell your 
parents anything?

The gospel says you  
are more sinful and 
flawed than you ever 
dared believe, but more 
accepted and loved  
than you ever dared hope

Tim Keller

Driver’s Ed

Parental Controls 
- iOS ScreenTime

- Google Family Link

3rd Party Apps 
- Covenant Eyes 

- Bark.us 

- Canopy

A Parent’s Guide to
INTERNET FILTERING  

& MONITORING

DEVICES

“Kid” Phones 
- Relay 

- Pinwheel 

- Gabb

- Light Phone II

- Wisephone

Family Agreement 
- 8 Domains

- Create a Path to Independence

     SMARTPHONE SANITY: BOUNDARIES100

No more non-negotiables.

No illegal actions 
including driving laws 
about phones, etc.

The 8 
Smartphone 

Domains
No bullying,  
or inappropriate  
(abusive) language. 

No porn, sexting,  
online dating, or  
“hook-up” apps.

Axis.org/sanity-8domains

GPS location  
services are always on. No limits on time.

Agreed family response 
times to calls & texts.

Notifications setup to 
minimize unneeded 
distractions.

No sneaky apps, hidden 
accounts, changing 
passwords, & no secrets. 

Your kid pays 

for everything. 

No policies for 
location.

Scheduled downtime 
from phone.

Parent will check phone 
frequently & know about 
every app.

Who pays for the 
phone if/when it 
breaks? 

Policies while Away:


Friend’s Homes 

Car 

Church 

School

Specific app  
time limits.

Parent has access to 
phone/apps at any time, 
has passcode, all 
passwords & logins, & can 
install software. There is 
no right to phone privacy.

Who pays for 
phone cases & 
accessories?

Total phone  
time limits.

Who pays for apps, 
streaming music 
services, etc.?

Policies for Home:


Sleeping 

Homework 

Meals 

Bathroom/Shower 

Bedroom

Tech Curfew  
PM to AM.

Phones are very good, 
cursed, & can be 
redeemed. God owns 
everything, & He owns all 
phones. Parents are 
responsible to God as the 
ultimate steward of the 
family phones.

Who pays for the 
phone plan & data?

Screen Time or   
Family Link. Native 
phone screen time 
control apps.

Who buys  
the phone?  
How often can it 
be upgraded? 

Screen Time or   
Family Link. Native 
phone screen time 
awareness apps.

1. 
Non-  

    
Negotiables 2. Money 3. Location 4. Time

Non-Negotiables, Money, Location, & Time      101

Allow App Store.

Allow native browser & 
App Store browsers. 

No “Family Sharing.” 
No deleting apps 
setting. Limit adult 
content setting.

Allow Social Media.

Allow native browser. 
Turn on “limit adult 
content” in settings. 
No App Store 
browsers. 

Multiple Social Media. 
Use Bark.us. Follow 
them & don’t be a 
weirdo.   

No “Family Sharing.” 
No deleting apps 
setting. Limit adult 
content setting. 
Restrict apps based on 
ratings.

Allow multiple social 
media. Approve posts 
initially. Approve who 
they want to follow. 
Know login & 
password. Follow 
them but don’t 
interact publicly. 
Login on occasion & 
look around. Use 
Bark.us.

Allow native browser 
with whitelisted or 
blacklisted sites. On 
Android use “approve 
sites.” Turn on “limit 
adult content” in 
settings. No App Store 
because of browsers.  

Allow texting.

App Store with 
“Family Sharing” 
WITHOUT “Ask to 
Buy.” No deleting apps 
setting. Limit adult 
content setting. 
Restrict apps based on 
ratings.

Allow texting. 
Frequently monitor 
manually. Definitely 
pay for Bark.us 
reporting software. 
Bark will see deleted 
texts. 

Same as below except 
require approval for 
fewer posts. 

No native browser. 
Install & pay for 
Covenant Eyes 
browser. Turn on 
filtering & reporting. 
Turn on “limit adult 
content” in settings. 
No App Store because 
it has 3rd party 
internet browsers 
other than Safari and 
Chrome.

App Store with 
“Family Sharing” & 
“Ask to Buy.” No 
deleting apps setting. 
Limit adult content 
setting.

Allow texting. 
Mirror texts on a 
separate device or 
consider paying for 
a monitoring 
service like 
TeenSafe. 
Frequently monitor 
manually. 
Definitely pay for 
Bark.us reporting 
software. 

Allow one social 
media. Approve all 
posts. Approve 
everyone they want to 
follow. Know login & 
password. Follow 
them but don’t 
interact publicly. 
Login on occasion & 
look around. Use 
Bark.us.

Always know every 
app on their phone.

No native browser  & 
no App Store for other 
browsers.

No App Store. No texting. No Social Media.

5. Internet 6. App Store 7. Texting
  
8.   

Social  

       

Media



screen culture
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gen z translation
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“I’m tired  
     of losing.”

Every Parent

                                                                                                                                 Axis.org

 tonight, let’s 
make a plan to win 

your kid’s heart.  

                                                                                                                                    Axis.org DISCUSS! TELL A STORY! TALK! EXPLAIN!

if you could have 
any song play when 
you entered a room …

Christians must 
proclaim the Gospel with 
the Bible in one hand 
and the local newspaper 
in the other.

- Karl Barth

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

Christians must 
proclaim the Gospel with 
the Bible in one hand 
and [a  smartphone]                       
in the other.

- Karl Barth

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

A
10.3
years old 11.4

years old

 Kids & Tech: The Evolution of Today’s Digital Natives

- Lesslie Newbigin

If the Gospel is to be understood,  
if it is to be received as something 
which communicates truth about 

the real human situation, it has to 
be communicated in the language 


of those to whom it is addressed and 
has to be clothed in symbols 


which are meaningful to them.

                                                                                                                    Axis.org



the sun never sets on the  
POP CULTURE EMPIRE

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

culture translation

   fame 
   hustle 
   diversity

the mad farmer

gen z  translation



ask me  
anything

DISCUSS! TELL A STORY! TALK! EXPLAIN!

True or False:  
The stricter the 
parent the sneakier 
the teenager? 

Are You Raising A

SIN CONCEALER?

Are You Raising A

SIN CONFESSOR?

                                                                                                                   Axis.org

translate 

frequently say,  

      “you can tell   

       me anything.”

God can and will use you in the life of your kids.

PARENTS, TEENS, & JESUS

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

202,000
Families This Month

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

50  
Talk & 
Disciple

Independent Study of 1,586 Parents

% %60
Positive 
Change

MISSION:  
We build lifelong faith by 
helping parents talk 

with their kids, about what 
they otherwise wouldn’t. 

                                                                                                                     Axis.org

STRATEGY:  
Culture Translation

                                                                                                                     Axis.org



Don’t think about this too much. Really don’t think about this. When I stopped renting my parents faith. 

When I stopped renting my parents faith. 

42,000,000 

Christian teens will    
leave Christianity by 
2050 if nothing changes. 

Pinetops Foundation 
Demographic Survey

                                                                                                                     Axis.org                                                                                                           Axis.org

only one real 
conversation



translate 


high expectations

high warmth

Expectations = Involvement, Warmth = Responsiveness

"After spending two decades studying the religious and spiritual lives of 
American adolescents, I turned to studying religious parenting ... The good 
news is that, among all possible influences, parents exert far and away the 
greatest influence on their children’s religious outcomes. Stated di!erently, the 
bad news is that nearly all human responsibility for the religious 
trajectories of children’s lives falls on their parents’ shoulders. The 
empirical evidence is clear. In almost every case, no other institution or 
program comes close to shaping youth religiously as their parents do—not 
religious congregations, youth groups, faith-based schools, missions and 
service trips, summer camps, Sunday school, youth ministers, or anything 
else. Those influences can reinforce the influence of parents, but almost 
never do they surpass or override it. What makes every other influence pale 
into virtual insignificance is the importance of the religious beliefs and practices 
of American parents in their ordinary lives—not only on holy days but every 
day, throughout weeks and years."

Christian Smith, PhD, Notre Dame
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NOW ALWAYS

UNAWARE

AWARE
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NOW ALWAYS

UNAWARE

AWARE

Trends

Topics

Teachers

Themes
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NOW ALWAYS

UNAWARE

AWARE

Trends

Topics

Teachers

Themes
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TRANSLATOR
CULTURE

Weekly Email

I’m Foreshadowing … I’m Foreshadowing … 

SUMMITS
PARENTING

Online Conferences

NOW ALWAYS

UNAWARE

AWARE

Trends

Topics Themes
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TRANSLATOR
CULTURE

Weekly Email
SUMMITS
PARENTING

Online Conferences

NOW ALWAYS

UNAWARE

AWARE

Trends

Topics Themes
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K I T S
CONVERSATION

Video Trainings

TRANSLATOR
CULTURE

Weekly Email

GUIDES
PARENT

Brief eBooks

culture 
translation

                                                                                                                    Axis.org DISCUSS! TELL A STORY! TALK! EXPLAIN!

how was Jesus a 
culture translator?
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translate 

  practice your:  
    “i’m not 

         shocked face”

                                                                                                                        Axis.org

vanity 
of vanities

Hebrew: Vapor of Vapors … Solomon, Jim, Tom, Mary, Don, Fredrick, Phil, & Ruby

Jim Tom Mary, Robert, & Cora. Etc.



Don Fredrick Phil

1967-2014
Philip Seymour Hoffman

Memoirs
By Ruby Eaton

Except for the fact that, not too long ago, Mark asked me to write down my story, I would
never have started a page with a title like that. Somehow in my insignificant and wasted
fifty-four years so little stands out as fit to write down. But I will tty to remember some good
things for you to read.

Beginning back with my father, which is as far as I can get a family tree on his side, was
of mostly English descent. (I think). His mother was Belle and I saw her during the time we
lived in Graham. She was very old and paid very little attention to us as I remember it.
Naturally she was old.i.rny father (Lorenzy Knight Smith, born Sept. 16, 1873 in Montgomery,
Alabama) was born in 1873. They carne to Finis, Texas from Alabama. Don't know when,
whether it was after the war or before. That is where all the Smiths were buried - where we
buried my father. Some of his sisters died very young I think from an epidemic of smallpox or
scarlet fever or something. Anyway I remember what a chill I had when I saw one of the
tombstones engraved Ruby Smith. I was named after one of his sisters. I knew some of his
brothers & sisters. Uncle Lucian, Aunt Love, Uncle Harry, Aunt Birdie. Aunt Birdie Sutton
was the one who never married, and when she died in 1974, each of us (daddy's kids) inherited
one thousand dollars. If you remember your Christmas present that year, I divided some of it
up & gave you each $200.00. That was from your great Aunt Birdie Sutton, a lovely little lady,
huh? My story from his ancestors was that one of them had gone back to England to settle
an estate there. On the ship coming back he was killed and buried at sea. That is probablywhy
I was born poor. (?)

My dad was quite a man! Of course my recollections of him are only as an old man. He
smoked a pipe and read the Denver Post with his little rimless glasses. He would take me on
his knee and sing "Goodbye Old Paint" and I can almost hear his voice now. He was a
Montana cowboy for an unknown length of time. He had been shot through his left arm just
below the elbow, and his fingers were always curved inward from that shot. He shot himself
cleaning his gun, but I always liked to imagine it was in a shootout. Helen, my sister, ridicules
that because he was too timid & gentle. "But we didn't know him in his younger days," I
argued, "Where is your spirit of romance?"

Incidentally, the people you have met - Aunt Helen and mycousin Ella Mae, are my dad's
brother's (Tipton Smith) wife and child. They also had a Donald Smith, who is the
Superintendent of Gladewater Schools, and Douglas Smith, who was an army major but don't
know what or where he is now. That brother, of my father, was a younger brother named
Tipton, who was killed shortly after Donald was born in an oil well accident in Iowa Park,
Texas.
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Ruby, my Memaw

What Orwell feared were those who  
would ban books. What Huxley  

feared was that there would be no  
reason to ban a book, for there  

would be no one who wanted to  
read one. Orwell feared those who  

would deprive us information.  
Huxley feared those who would  

give us so much that we would be  
reduced to passivity and egoism. 

Orwell feared that the truth would 
be concealed from us. Huxley 

feared that the truth would be 
Neil Postman

ALL ANSWERS ARE EQUAL. BUT SOME  
ANSWERS ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS. 

who was right?  
orwell or huxley?



George and Aldous … Suzanne was right!

Religion that God our 
Father accepts as pure and 

faultless is this: to look 
after orphans and widows 

in their distress and to 
keep oneself from being 

polluted by the world.

JK Suzanne. James was on it. James 1:27

translate 

orwell or huxley 

hunger or games 
orphans or world
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translate 

orwell & huxley 

hunger & games 
orphans & world
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translate 


your wisdom  
& their wonder
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When I was a boy of 14, 
my father was so ignorant,  
I could hardly stand to have 
the old man around.  
But when I got to be 21,  

I was astonished  
by how much he’d learned in 7 years.

Attributed to Mark Twain

democratization  
of fame

                                                                                                                    Axis.org
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An in-depth guide to how younger Americans interact 

with the new class of cultural tastemakers

Engaging Gen Z and Millennials
THE INFLUENCER REPORT

T H E  I N F L U E N C E R  R E P O R T :
Engaging Gen Z and Millennials

12% 27% 54% 86%

Most young Americans are interested in becoming influencers

consider 
themselves to 
be influencers 
11% of Gen Z and 12% of 
Millennials say this label 
fits them. 

know an 
influencer 
personally
That includes 32% of the 22-
26 year-olds, the highest level 
for any age group. 

would become an 
influencer, given 
the opportunity
26% strongly agree they would 
take the opportunity to become 
an influencer, and 28% 
somewhat agree

are willing to post 
sponsored content
for money
66% say they would accept 
money to promote a product on 
one of their personal social media 
channels if they liked the product. 
Another 20% say they would do 
so even if they don’t like the 
product. 

20

T H E  I N F L U E N C E R  M A R K E T

Have smartphones 
destroyed a generation? 

Less
dating 

car accidents
partying

More 
depression
loneliness
suicide

“There’s not a single exception.  

All screen activities are linked  
to less happiness, and all non-screen activities  

are linked to more happiness.”

Dr. Jean Twenge DISCUSS! TELL A STORY! TALK! EXPLAIN!

are some things   
irredeemable?



translate 

authenticity  

is the new 
hypocrisy
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side  
hustle

                                                                                                                    Axis.org

DISCUSS! TELL A STORY! TALK! EXPLAIN!

what was   
your first job?
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FACT OR FICTION? GEN Z WILL 
ENDANGER THE GIG ECONOMY
/ƚ͛Ɛ�ďŽƚŚ͗�'ĞŶ�Zers are interested in the promise 
of gig work but hesitant to actually take it
Fact: More than half 
(53%) of Gen Zers would 
ĐŚŽŽƐĞ�͞ĨƵůů-ƚŝŵĞ͟�ǁŽƌŬ�
over a traditional job.
The pros of the gig economy 
ĚŽŶ͛ƚ�ŐŽ�ƵŶŶŽƚŝĐĞĚ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǁ�
working generation. For Gen Z, 
the most appealing aspects of 
gig work are:

� Schedule flexibility (55%).

� Being their own boss (53%).

� Not having a boss or 
coworkers (42%).

However, half of Gen Z is also 
concerned about the lack of 
stability (47%) and 
unpredictable pay (46%) that 
come as a result of gig work.

To most effectively empower 
gig workers, employers should 
focus on the tools and 
technologies they use.

� For example, temporary, 
seasonal, and occasional-time 
workers value modern 
workplace technology (36%) 
and flexibility to work from 
home or remotely (36%) 
more than they value face-to-
face interactions with co-
workers (35%). 

Fact: Less than half of 
Gen Zers work gig jobs 
today.
Although the slight majority of 
Gen Zers would choose gig 
work, less than half (46%) 
actually do gig work in some 
way. In fact, just 10% of Gen 
Zers exclusively work gig jobs, 

while 18% engage in part-time 
gig work, and 18% supplement 
another job with gig work. 

When considering Gen Zers
currently in high school, one in 
three (35%) would not even 
consider gig work while in high 
school or college.

Moreover, for workers who are 
self-employed workers, 
freelancers, and temporary, 
seasonal, and occasional-time 
workers, nearly half (47%) of 
those would actually prefer a 
traditional job.

Gen Zers in Australia and New 
Zealand are the least likely to work 
a gig instead of a traditional full-
time job (61%), followed by the 
U.K. (60%), Canada (55%), and 
Germany (54%).

Among Gen Zers ǁŚŽ�ĂƌĞŶ͛ƚ�
working or looking for work, more 
than a quarter cite lack of reliable 
or affordable transportation as one 
of the culprits.

27%

© 2019, Kronos Incorporated. All rights reserved.12 © 2019, Kronos Incorporated. All rights reserved.

Part Two: Gen Z and the 
Gig Economy
/ƚ͛Ɛ�ƚŝŵĞ�ƚŽ�ŐŝŐ�ŝŶ�Žƌ�ŐĞƚ�ŽƵƚ

                                                                                                                    Axis.org
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Embracing adaptable workplaces

The pandemic reinforced the importance of workers being adaptable and 
willing and able to pivot or learn new skills as necessary as jobs were 
being reprioritized based on immediate needs. Indeed, when millennials 
and Gen Zs were asked which employee characteristics or behaviors have 
become most critical to the success of their organizations, flexibility and 
adaptability came out on top by a large margin. Global CXOs are in 
complete agreement: In the 2021 Deloitte Global Resilience Report, a 
majority of respondents selected flexibility/adaptability as one of the 
three most critical workforce traits—significantly more than those who 
identified “expertise and proficiency in the roles for which employees 
were hired” or having “values that align with our organization.”3

Most millennials and Gen Zs said they were pleased with the actions their 
employers have taken to support them and their mental health during 
the pandemic. More than six in 10 of those surveyed said their employers 
had policies in place—including flexible working hours and leave/sick
leave policies—to help support them.

The acceleration of flexible workplaces could eventually affect where 
people choose to live. During the pandemic, nearly 10% of millennials 
and Gen Zs surveyed said they temporarily (5%) or permanently (4%) 
moved out of a city. That’s a fraction of the 56% who said in last year’s 
survey that, if given the opportunity to work remotely in the future, they 
would choose to live outside of a major city. But it represents notable 
movement given the short time frame and will be an interesting trend to
watch in the future.

MILLENNIALS AND GEN ZS SEE FLEXIBILITY AS THE MOST CRITICAL

EMPLOYEE CHARACTERISTIC FOR SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES

Employee behaviors most critical to successful businesses,

according to millennials and Gen Zs (%)

Q24. Given the events of 2020 and planning for the future, which of these employee characteristics or behaviors have 
become most critical to the success of your organization? Base: All millennials in work 12,532, all Gen Zs in work 4,137

Millennials Gen Zs

DELOI T T E G LOB AL 2021 MIL L ENNI A L AND G EN Z SUR V E Y | CHAPTER 1 10

1

A call for
accountability
and action
THE DELOIT TE GLOBAL 2021
MILLENNIAL AND GEN Z SURVEY
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A call for
accountability
and action
THE DELOIT TE GLOBAL 2021
MILLENNIAL AND GEN Z SURVEY                                                                                                                     Axis.org

translate 

good  

cursed 
redeemed
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behold, it was 
very good

Genesis. Very Good, Not Neutral
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TO CONCEAL THINGS 
it is the glory of God

but the glory of kings to
SEARCH THEM OUT.

Proverbs 25
Dr. Gonzalez

glory of kings
glory of queens
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translate 


theology  
of hustle
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generational  
diversity
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26
 37%
to

Racial Diversity

19

 29%

to 38
  64%
to 86


 115%
to

Diversity

12
20%
to  32
42%

to

Politics

66
113%
to   128


  300%
to

Gender Lil Nas X. Born in 1999. Old Town Road. Half Billion Views. Red Dead Redemption 2. Rap & Country. 
 African American & Gay. 19 Weeks Number 1. New Song “Montero, Call Me By Your Name”.    
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I spent my entire teenage 
years hating myself because  
of the shit y’all preached 
would happen to me because 
I was gay. So I hope you are 
mad, stay mad, feel the same 
anger you teach us to have 
towards ourselves.”

“

Lil Nas X



For where your 
treasure is, there  
your heart will be also.

Matthew 6:21

$233,610
United States Department of Agriculture … Total Cost to for 17 Years.  

Out of the abundance of 
the heart his mouth speaks.

Matthew 6:21, Luke 6:45 … our treasure and our words share our heart.

For where your 
treasure is, there  
your heart will be also.
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only one 
conversation 

only one 
conversation 

translate 

only one 

conversation 
that lasts a lifetime
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culture translation

   democratization of fame 
   side hustle 
   generational diversity

mad farmer

gen z  translation
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culture translation

   belonging 
   purpose 
   identity 

mad farmer

gen z  translation
the mad 
farmer
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translate 

plant  
sequoias 
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naf'sh'kha uv'khol m'odekha 

Hear, O Israel: The Lord our 
God, the Lord is one. You shall 
love the Lord your God with all 
your heart and with all your 
soul and with all your might.  

And these words that I 

And these words that I 
command you today shall be 
on your heart. You shall teach 
them diligently to your 
children, and shall talk of 
them when you sit in your 
house, and when you walk by 
the way, and when you lie 
down, and when you rise. You 

house, and when you walk by 
the way, and when you lie 
down, and when you rise. You 
shall bind them as a sign on 
your hand, and they shall be 
as frontlets between your 
eyes. You shall write them on 
the doorposts of your house 
and on your gates.

translate 
concealer or confessor 

tell me anything 

high expectations/warmth 

i’m not shocked face 

your wisdom, their wonder 
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authenticity & hypocrisy 

good, cursed, redeemed 

theology of hustle 

one conversation 

plant sequoias
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ask me  
anything


